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Fantasy fans of Rick Riordan’s Percy Jackson and John Flanagan’s Ranger’s
Apprentice series will embrace this first novel in an adventure-filled, Viking-
inspired series by a debut author.
 
Meet Karn. He is destined to take over the family farm in Norrøngard. His only
problem? He’d rather be playing the board game Thrones and Bones.
 
Enter Thianna. Half human, half frost giantess. She’s too tall to blend in with
other humans but too short to be taken seriously as a giant.
 
When family intrigues force Karn and Thianna to flee into the wilderness, they
have to keep their sense of humor and their wits about them. But survival can be
challenging when you’re being chased by a 1,500-year-old dragon, Helltoppr the
undead warrior and his undead minions, an evil uncle, wyverns, and an
assortment of trolls and giants.
 
Readers will embark on a sweeping epic fantasy as they join Karn and Thianna
on a voyage of discovery. Antics and hair-raising escapades abound in this
fantasy adventure as the two forge a friendship and journey to unknown territory.
Their plan: to save their families from harm.
 
Debut novelist Lou Anders has created a rich world of over twenty-five countries
inhabited by Karn, Thianna, and an array of fantastical creatures, as well as the
Thrones and Bones board game.

Praise for Frostborn:
"Future fans of Tolkien and George R.R. Martin can happily cut their serial-
fantasy teeth on this first book of an eventual series." -Kirkus Reviews

"A fun, fast-paced, and highly enjoyable tale." -Garth Nix, bestselling author of
the Abhorsen trilogy

*"...a powerful, fast-paced tale... The setting is rich, the characters well-defined,
and the danger ever-paramount." -Publishers Weekly, starred
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"...an excellent choice for readers new to the genre. The themes of staying true to
oneself, teamwork, and individuality will resonate with readers." -School Library
Journal

"...this accessible fantasy brings together two very different children bound by
common goals." -Booklist

"The most delightful fantasy I have read in ages. . . . Put me on the waiting list
for book 2!" -Amy Plum, international bestselling author of the Die For Me
series

From the Hardcover edition.
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Editorial Review

From School Library Journal
Gr 5–8—Karn would rather be playing his beloved board game, "thrones and bones," than learning to
become hauld of his father's farm, which has been passed down many generations. He meets Thianna, a half-
giant, half-human girl who longs to fit in with the club-wielding frost giants, the only community she's ever
known. When a tragedy reminiscent of Shakespeare's Hamlet occurs, the two pair up in order to survive.
They soon realize the danger that they're in and that they need each other's unique skills to survive. Aside
from the sometimes difficult-to-decipher Norse names, the language is quite easy to understand and that,
coupled with the shorter-than-your-average-fantasy length, makes this an excellent choice for readers new to
the genre. The themes of staying true to oneself, teamwork, and individuality will resonate with readers. Fans
of Matthew Kirby's Icefall (Scholastic, 2011) who bemoaned the lack of magic in that book will enjoy this
new series. A good addition to a fantasy collection with potential for future entries.—Jessica Ko, Los
Angeles Public Library

From Booklist
Set in early Scandinavia and drawing on Norse culture and mythology, this accessible fantasy brings together
two very different children bound by common goals: escape, survival, and setting things right. Karn shows
no interest in learning to barter or to run the family farm that will be his responsibility someday, but he has
energy to spare for playing his favorite board game, Thrones and Bones. At seven feet tall, 12-year-old half-
human Thianna is significantly shorter than the full-blood frost giants she has grown up with, but she makes
up for it with spirit, wits, and determination. Leaving home for different reasons, this unlikely pair manages
to outwit a series of vicious enemies and even comes to understand themselves better. Though the dialogue
sometimes sounds jarringly modern, and it’s never quite convincing that these two young characters could
defeat so many powerful antagonists, adventure fans will enjoy the action, the Norse background, and the
occasional flash of humor. This book launches the Thrones and Bones series. Grades 4-6. --Carolyn Phelan

Review
"A fun, fast-paced, and highly enjoyable tale." -Garth Nix, bestselling author of the Abhorsen trilogy

"The most delightful fantasy I have read in ages. . . . Put me on the waiting list for book 2!" -Amy Plum,
international bestselling author of the Die For Me series

“In this Norse-flavored adventure, Anders, editorial director for Pyr Books and editor of numerous
anthologies, pits a clever boy and a resourceful half-giant girl against numerous enemies and the hazards of
the frozen wilderness. Twelve-year-old Karn has no desire to learn the family business of farming; he’s
much more interested in playing the strategy board game Thrones and Bones. Thianna’s human ancestry
makes her an oddity and object of derision among her full-blooded giant peers. Nevertheless, Karn and
Thianna become reluctant allies and friends when trouble threatens: Karn runs afoul of a malevolent undead
lord, while Thianna must flee from her human mother’s people, who seek a long-lost artifact. Though a lot of
elements are in play, Anders ties the novel’s threads together in a neatly satisfying way, crafting a powerful,
fast-paced tale. Cleverness is valued as much as martial abilities, swiftness of mind as much as strength of
sword arm. The setting is rich, the characters well-defined, and the danger ever-paramount. It’s a strong and
thoroughly enjoyable start to the Thrones and Bones series.” - Publishers Weekly, Starred Review 

"An obsessive gamer and a sassy half-giant affirm that power lies in being underestimated. As the heir
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apparent to a powerful farm in Norrøngard (think a fictional Norway), 12-year-old Karn is expected to
comprehend bartering techniques (six ewes + six lambs = one cow). His predilection for Thrones and Bones
(a traditional Norrønir board game) and disdain for a bucolic existence don’t invite any confidence from his
father. Thianna is a 12-year-old half-giant and half-human (by way of her deceased mother). At 7 feet tall,
she’s considered diminutive by giant standards and would “cut her human half out in an instant if she could.”
When their fathers meet for several days of trading goods, Thianna and Karn strike up an unexpected
friendship. Their need for an alliance is accelerated when nemeses from Thianna’s mother’s past surface, and
Karn’s life is designated an obstacle by his Machiavellian uncle. Enter: wyverns, a seemingly silent horn,
undead assailants, flatulent trolls and one massive dragon. A merging of comedy, action and suspense
maintains a promising pace. As present as the lurking danger are two important messages: Focus your energy
toward accentuating your strengths rather than regretting weaknesses, and always stand downwind from a
troll. Future fans of Tolkien and George R.R. Martin can happily cut their serial-fantasy teeth on this first
book of an eventual series. (map, illustrated guide to the Thrones and Bones game) (Fantasy. 10-14)" -Kirkus
Reviews

From the Hardcover edition.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Colleen Key:

Book is written, printed, or highlighted for everything. You can know everything you want by a publication.
Book has a different type. As you may know that book is important matter to bring us around the world.
Adjacent to that you can your reading expertise was fluently. A publication Frostborn (Thrones and Bones)
will make you to be smarter. You can feel much more confidence if you can know about everything. But
some of you think which open or reading some sort of book make you bored. It is not make you fun. Why
they are often thought like that? Have you looking for best book or appropriate book with you?

Darius Cramer:

The reason? Because this Frostborn (Thrones and Bones) is an unordinary book that the inside of the e-book
waiting for you to snap the item but latter it will shock you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this book
beside it was fantastic author who all write the book in such remarkable way makes the content within easier
to understand, entertaining technique but still convey the meaning totally. So , it is good for you for not
hesitating having this any more or you going to regret it. This unique book will give you a lot of positive
aspects than the other book possess such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking approach.
So , still want to hold off having that book? If I were you I will go to the publication store hurriedly.

Elton Williams:

Do you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt if you find yourself in the book store? Aim
to pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't determine book by its include may doesn't
work this is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not because fantastic as in the
outside search likes. Maybe you answer could be Frostborn (Thrones and Bones) why because the great



cover that make you consider concerning the content will not disappoint an individual. The inside or content
is definitely fantastic as the outside or even cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly guide you to pick up
this book.

Ron Matthies:

This Frostborn (Thrones and Bones) is great publication for you because the content which can be full of
information for you who also always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. This
specific book reveal it facts accurately using great manage word or we can say no rambling sentences within
it. So if you are read that hurriedly you can have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight
forward sentences but challenging core information with attractive delivering sentences. Having Frostborn
(Thrones and Bones) in your hand like having the world in your arm, data in it is not ridiculous one
particular. We can say that no e-book that offer you world in ten or fifteen minute right but this book already
do that. So , it is good reading book. Hey there Mr. and Mrs. occupied do you still doubt in which?
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